Starting from the era background of Art Internet, this paper expounds the connotation and characteristics of the network payment in artwork trade, introduces the network payment mode and payment tools, puts forward the security issues faced by network payment, as well as provides the security countermeasures for network payment from the three aspects of technical standard, legislative level regulation and industries supervision, which offers a reference opinion to lead and promote the rapid and healthy development of art e-commerce in china.
Introduction
With the further development of the Internet+ idea and its economic form, China's E-commerce industry has possessed a more profound theoretical and practical basis, and which is gradually subdivided into the concept of art Internet. The development and popularization of the artwork online trading makes the E-commerce plays a more and more important role in the field of artwork trading, the network payment means adopted by artwork online trading also gradually entered the sights of traders and researchers. According to the statistics data from iResearch, 2015Q2, the transaction amount of China's third-party Internet payment reached 2.81365 trillion yuan, attaining a year-on-year growth of 52.9% and a ring growth of 15.7%. The fine tuning of competition patterns in Internet payment of the third-party makes the payment enterprises meet a more and more fierce competition. While, the problems faced by network payment and the countermeasures to be taken have become the important research direction of the researchers. How to solve the security issues in the payment process of art E-commerce, establish and perfect the environment for the secure network payment of China's art E-commerce, is the key to promote the rapid and healthy development of China's art E-commerce. So we can see the SSL-based shopping process is relatively simple, it can establish a secure communication channel between the client and server only through the connection set up by a "handshake" process, to ensure the mutual exchange of data safely in the future. The browsers of Netscape and Microsoft as well as other companies all support SSL, so there are no special requirements for the clients, and the security services provided by SSL are transparent to the end-users.
Legal Level.
Although the china's art market has achieved a rapid development, it has always been in a state of disorder. The corresponding laws and regulations have not been perfected. The existing laws and regulations are simple and need to be improved in many places.
(1) The calibers of the legislative objects are not unified For instance, for the "fine arts", "cultural artwork", "cultural relic artwork" and other concepts, both their connotations and extensions are not unified. This is a basic but very important issue.
(2) The lagging legislation about the trading method of art E-commerce China's art trading has always existed the phenomena that behaviors before law and law can't restrain behaviors, which is particularly obvious in art E-commerce or other new ways of trading. The data shows, art exchanges were set up all over china, and the new trading practices, such as property right transaction about art share and so on, were also introduced. Where, the positive factors have not given a legal recognition in time. Currently, this trading model can only regulated by the documents of regulatory policies, which is issued by the State Council as well as the ministries and commissions. In fact, this specification is equivalent to a confinement for the art trading market, and even now the confinement has not been canceled.
Management Level.
(1) The lagging external supervision The rapid development of China's E-commerce has caused the current widespread problem of lagging external supervision, and the industry segmentation makes all walks of life don't have a perfect supervision system of E-commerce. The disordered management, lagging supervision and other issues, all those factors in management Level greatly affect the sound operation of art E-commerce.
(2) Imperfect of the social credit system Credit is the passport of market economy. In China, the market economy is not perfect, although it has achieved an economic boom, the construction of the corresponding social credit system is still lagging behind. As the punishment mechanism is not perfect, resulting in the low cost of default, the phenomenon of "dishonesty" often occurs, so there is no time to delay to establish a perfect social credit system.
Research on the Security Supervision and Countermeasures of Network Payment
Technical standards need to make new breakthroughs. Because SSL is not specially designed for the art E-commerce, there must be some defects when it is applied on the network payment. From the services provided by the SSL protocol and its transaction process we can see, the operation of SSL protocol is based on the merchants' promise for keeping secret about the consumers' information, the confidentiality of information is determined by merchants, which is conducive to the merchants but not the consumers. In the primary stage of E-commerce, as the enterprises which apply E-commerce are mostly big companies with high reputation, so this problem has not been fully exposed. But with the development of E-commerce, many small and medium-sized companies are also involved, especially in the transactions of art E-commerce which often involve a larger payment amount, thus the problem of single authentication in the process of network payment become more and more prominent. Although the both sides authentication from the browser and Web server can be achieved through digital signatures and digital certificates in SSL3.0, there are still some problems with SSL protocol, which not only needs a professional repair and improvement from the technical level, but also needs to break through the current technical bottlenecks and establish the new technical standards.
Legislative supervision needs to be further strengthened.
There is a famous saying in the field of E-commerce: all the network problems are legal issues. Today is the heyday of the concept "Internet + art", art E-commerce has already become a common way of art transactions, but the lack of laws and regulations in art E-commerce has gradually become one of the bottlenecks for the development of China's art E-commerce. In the meantime of the art trading market and trading mechanisms are designed scientifically and operated in standardization, the legislative consciousness about art E-commerce needs to be further strengthened, the legislative hierarchy of art E-commerce should be further improved, the calibers of the legislative objects must be unified, and a perfect architecture of laws and regulations for art E-commerce, with a clear directionality, should be established to realize restraining and punishing the behaviors according to law, which should be the original intention of the legal supervision on art E-commerce. The international organizations should fully exert their leading roles to establish a legislation pattern that the government and non-government organizations supplement and promote each other mutually, make clear the basic idea on the secure transaction of art E-commerce, attach importance to the role of experts and establish the legislative idea that the specialized follows the comprehensive.
Refinement of industry management, perfection of the social credit system. The management for the industries of art E-commerce is a systematic project, the principle of the complete technical neutrality should be insisted, the roles of the government and industry organizations in the secure supervision of art E-commerce should be defined, pay attention to connecting with the international society, and attach importance to the protection of the network privacy.
In addition to the routine management, the industries' credit records need to be improved constantly and the construction of industries credit should be promoted; under the premise of strict supervision, system perfection and the protection of information security, opening up the credit service market gradually and steadily and introducing the advanced management experience and technology from abroad; preventing the illegal acquisition and misuse of credit information, promoting the healthy development of the social credit system and the credit service market. Meanwhile, along with the development of the market economy and the change of government functions, the autonomy assistant function of the industrial organizations should be fully exerted.
Conclusion
With the idea of big data was proposed and the continuous evolution of "Internet +concept" in art trading market, the art E-commerce has developed rapidly. While providing convenience and opportunity for the majority of users, the art E-commerce, which depends on the method of network payment, is also facing one of the biggest challenges,that is the security of transactions, it can be said that the solution to the security of transactions is the core for the smooth and healthy development of China's art E-commerce. This paper mainly expounds the connotation and characteristics of the network payment in artwork trade, introduces the network payment mode and payment tools, puts forward the security issues faced by network payment, in order to lead and promote the rapid and healthy development of art E-commerce in china, the researchers should make breakthroughs in technical standards constantly, conduct a comprehensive supervision from the legislative level, establish a more perfect system for industries management, and gradually set up a safety supervision mode of E-commerce on this basis. Only in this way, the road of China's art E-commerce will be wider, and the new economic form of "Internet + art" can always operate as a normal state.
